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REQUEST NQ. MC-CNE 1.12: 

Reference: Direct Testimony of Hemphill lines 941-1017, Limited IDC Waiver. 

a. Did CornEd consider alternatives to its request for an IDC waiver such as developing and 
issuing an RFP for an independent third party (such as an ARES or other program 
delivery channel) to administer and market the customer applications plan (including 
incentives)? Ifnot, why not? 

b. When customers inquire as to their participation on Rider AMP-CA will CornEd also 
mention that switching to RES supply is an alternative, or will it only mention reversion 
to the standard residential tariff? 

c. Does CornEd intend to publicize via any mechanism including bill inserts, customer 
mailings, press releases andlor press interviews the customer applications pilot and Rider 
AMP-CA outside of the pilot footprint andlor after the pilot conclusion? If yes, please 
explain how this action is consistent with Mr. Hemphill's statement that the IDC "finding 
apply only to the pilot and only during the period that the pilot activities are underway." 
(lines 980-982). 

RESPONSE: 

a. CornEd considered alternatives to requesting an IDC waiver, but determined that the 
AMI Customer App[ications would best be served as a CornEd sponsored pilot in lieu of 
a third party. With an opt-out rider, CornEd has control of handling all aspects of the 
customer interaction, can more easily address provisions that avoid negative credit 
activity while offering a cancellrebill provision back to previously applicable pricing. In 
addition, CornEd did not want to utilize a RES due to concerns raised by "slamming" or 
"cramming", and allowing the RESs to continue to compete with each other and Rate 
BES for any offering they may consider for residential customers in the AMI footprint 
(and elsewhere). 

b. CornEd objects to this question as being unclear. However, CornEd would note that it 
has not fully scripted incoming calls on this subject though such a script would answer 
customer's questions, including those that may include reference to a RES. A customer 
asking to go back to their "o[d rate" (Rate BES) will be allowed to do so, and a customer 
asking about service with a RES will be referred to available RESs. This is described in 
the AMI Customer App[ications Plan ("Plan") as the opt-out procedure (CornEd Petition 
Attachment 4 Section 3.2.1). 
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c. CornEd has not completed its pilot communications planning, and looks forward to 
working with the parties to review options regarding these communications. CornEd 
expects a certain amount of media coverage related to the AMI pilot due to interest of the 
workshop participants and other parties. However, CornEd maintains that it will remain 
consistent with the testimony of Dr. Hemphill that the limited IDC waiver will "apply 
only to the pilot and only during the period that the pilot activities are underway." 
(CornEd Ex. 1.046:980-982). 
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